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INTRODUCTION.

i. The Meridian Circle. The instrument with which

these observations for refraction were made has been fully

described by Astronomer Tucker in Volume IV of the
" Publications of the Lick Observatory, 1900." For the

sake of completeness, however, it will be described again
in this paper.
The instrument was made by Messrs. Repsold and Sons,

and was described by Professors Auwers and Krueger to be
" in its construction in every way suited to be the chief

instrument in an observatory of the first class/' (cf. Vol. I,

" Publications of the Lick Observatory.")
The aperture of the object glass, which was made by

Clark and Sons, is 6.4 inches. Its focal length is 6 feet
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4 inches. The tube of the telescope is in two parts, each

of which is attached to a central cube. Their diameters

decrease from 8.1 inches at the cube to 6.5 inches near

their outer ends. An eyepiece giving a power of 90 and a

field of 12' was used for these observations. The star

images formed are not exactly round, but are slightly elon-

gated in a direction parallel to the horizontal (declination)
thread. There being no component of this elongation

parallel to the vertical threads, it can have no effect upon
observations for zenith distance.

The axis is 3 feet 2^4 inches long, the distance between

the counterpoises being 2 feet 2 inches. The pivots are

3.6 inches in diameter and are protected by brass covers.

The telescope is furnished with clamps which, however,
were never used during these observations. After the

telescope was once set for a star it was not moved again to

make the bisection, this being done by means of the

declination micrometer. The value of one revolution oi

the screw of this micrometer is 48". 10. This value has

been adopted as the result of many determinations made in

past years. The micrometer thread is single.

The instrument has two circles, one of which can be

rotated about the axis of the instrument while the other is

rigidly fixed to it. They are both graduated to 2'. The

degrees, as numbered, increase counter-clockwise. The
diameter of the silver circle, upon which the graduations
are marked, is 26 inches. There are 130 graduations to

the inch. The fixed circle was used throughout these

observations.
,

The four reading microscopes on each side are alike in

all respects. They are 26.5 inches long and have clear

aperturqs of 0.55 of an inch. Their powers are 40 and their

fields are nearly one degree. The objectives are 5 inches

from the circle and their eye ends project 8 inches from

the frame holding them. The micrometer heads are divided

into 60 parts. One revolution of a micrometer head carries

the threads over:ne minute of arc of the circle. There
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are two pairs of threads in every micrometer, but one of

which is generally used.

There is a separate broken telescope for setting. This

is supported on wyes attached to either pier and is at the

level of the lower rim of the circle. By means of this the

circle can be seen either from the north or from the south,

so that the settings can be made very conveniently.
The illumination for both the field of view and for the

circles under the microscopes is furnished by a Rochester

lamp placed in a cylindrical case 9 feet from the axis of the

instrument. This light also illuminates the heads of the

microscope micrometers. Most of the heat from this lamp
is carried out of the room by a pipe which extends from

directly over the lamp through the roof to the outside air.

A simple mechanism enables the observer to change the

system of illumination from a bright field with dark wires to

a dark field with bright wires and vice versa; he can also

reduce the amount of illumination at will.

The brick piers supporting the instrument are 34 inches

by 44 inches at the floor of the room and 22 inches square
at the top. The sides next to the telescope are vertical.

They are cased in wood with a layer of felt between the

surfaces. The platforms for the microscope reader are

entirely disconnected from the casing of the piers.

The microscope bearers are 23 inches in diameter and

17 inches long. The wyes for the pivots of the instrument

are attached to the inner faces of these frames.

The weights of the counterpoises hang from levers

26 inches long. The fulcra are in the centers of the levers

and are 6 inches from the inner faces of the microscope
bearers.

Two collimators, of same aperture and focal length as the

Meridian Circle, are suitably mounted. The collimator

micrometers are 35 feet 6 inches apart.

2. The Room. The Meridian Circle house on Mount
Hamilton has been most admirably designed. Its efficiency

will become apparent from the meteorological data to be

given later.

(2) May 5, 1903-
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The observing room is 43 feet long (north and south) and

38 feet wide. All of the walls are double. The outer of

the two is a louvre-work of galvanized iron which prevents

the sunlight from touching any part of the building proper.

The inner wall is of California redwood, and is separated

from the outer by a two foot air space. The ceiling is

also of redwood. It is about 16 feet above the floor.

Above the ceiling is an air space 8 feet high at the observing
slit and sloping to meet the east and the west walls.

The observing slit is slightly over three feet in width.

The covering for the slit is in four parts which open out-

ward. The ends are closed by shutters, each of which is

in two parts opening inwards. Each end is also provided
with a single shutter which slides up and down. For stars

at zenith distances greater than, 72 degrees these shutters

have to be lifted. When down they are very efficient wind

breaks.

There is a large canopy which can be rolled over the

instrument to serve as an additional protection in stormy
weather or when the instrument is not in use.

For a more detailed account of the instrument and room

see Astronomer Tucker's account of them in Volume IV
of the " Publications of the Lick Observatory, 1900."

j. Meteorology. To make quite sure of the condition

of the atmosphere at any time during the observations, the

thermometers were read, on the average, three times an

hour (at nearly equal intervals); and the barometer was

observed every hour. The reading of the wet bulb ther-

mometer was also taken when the dry was read. The
relative humidity has not been introduced into the reduc-

tions, but it was thought desirable to have it for possible

future reductions.

The barometer, Green 2839, nangs on the north wall of

the observing room. It reads to one two-hundredth of an

inch. The dry and the wet bulb thermometers (F) hang in

the air space between the north walls. . The dry bulb ther-

mometer, used to indicate the external temperatures, is

Green 494. This thermometer has been calibrated at the
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Yale Observatory. The corrections which have been

applied to all the readings have been taken from the

following table sent from Yale Observatory:

/(Fj
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In this table the unit of B is one two-hundredth of an

inch.

From this table the following data have been taken:

Maximum temperature = 74. o, July 3
Minimum temperature = 55. i, June 12 ,

Maximum range = 18. 9
Maximum barometer 5194, June 14

Minimum barometer = 5145, June 12"

Maximum range = 49.

During this period of observing, the maximum differ-

ence .between the dry and the wet bulb thermometers was

75. 5. 48.o = 22. 5. This was on June 29. The
minimum was 65.o 56.o = 9.o, which occurred

June 27.

Concerning the maximum temperature noted above,

74. o, it should be remarked that this was the first reading
of the period, and was taken several minutes before the

sun had set.

Besides the regular thermometers in the air space be-

tween the north walls, three other thermometers were sus-

pended from the ceiling of the observing room. All three

were swung under the observing slit, near the plane of

the meridian. One was directly over the instrument, and

three or four feet from the ceiling. The other two were

hung, one north and one south, about half way between

the instrument and the north and south walls respectively,

and at such a distance above the floor that the plane of the

axis of the instrument and the line of sight of the telescope,

pointed at about 83 zenith distance (north and south

respectively), would intersect the thermometers near their

bulbs.

Before being thus placed, these thermometers were

compared with Green 494, so that their readings could be

reduced for comparison with those of the external ther-

mometer (Green 494).

During the course of an evening's observations these

three thermometers were read just after reading the regular
thermometer. The average difference between the inside

and the outside thermometers was found to be the same
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for all three, and is o.3 (F). It is nearly always the case

(in this hemisphere) that the southern part of a room is a

trifle warmer than the northern. But this is not the case

on Mount Hamilton. The temperature of the air inside

is, on the average, very uniform and but very little (o.3)
warmer than the air outside. In his "

Untersuchung liber

die Astronomische Refraction u. s. w.," Dr. Bauschinger
notes that the southern part of his observing room in

Munich was warmer than the northern, and that at night

the average difference between the inside and the outside

temperatures is i-3 (C). From his investigation, he con-

cludes that the temperature of the air within the observing
room should be taken into account.

Because of these difficulties, many observers have seri-

ously considered the idea of mounting their instruments

under a movable house, so that when at work the instru-

ment will be entirely out of doors, and thus completely
obviate this difficulty. But this would needlessly endanger
the instrument. To accomplish the same purpose, the

Meridian Circle house being built at Kiel is to be con-

structed in the shape of a cylinder whose axis coincides

with the axis of the instrument. This is undoubtedly the

best form of construction.

For the efficiency of the Meridian Circle house on Mount

Hamilton, the difference between the inside and the outside

thermometers can speak. As has been said, the average
difference (in the sense Inside-Outside) is -\- o.3 (F).
The maximum difference noted was one evening, a few

minutes before the sun had set, when the difference

was.+ i.i (F). The maximum difference noted here is

less than half the average at Munich. After this Meridian

Circle house has been completely opened for an hour and

a half, the temperature inside is practically the same as it is

outside.

During the months October to December, inclusive, a

similar set of observations was secured. For these months

the average difference between the inside and the outside

temperatures is even less than for the summer months.

But the range of the difference is much greater for the
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fall and the winter months. The maximum differences

observed were 2.o ( F) and -f- 2.i (F). There was

one still larger difference, viz. 3. 7 (F), which can

hardly be counted in the series, for it occurred on a poor

night, immediately after observing had been suspended
because of clouds and poor "seeing." The hot wave,

which caused the outside temperature to rise suddenly,

undoubtedly destroyed the "seeing." Although the

winter months present conditions not so favorable as those

of the summer months, nevertheless they also speak well

for the efficiency of the Lick Observatory Meridian

Circle house.

^. Plan for Observing. The method of determining
the refractions here may be stated as being a quasi con-

verse to Talcott's method of determining the latitude.

Instead of eliminating the refractions to get the latitude,

the method is to determine the refractions by eliminating

the latitude, as follows:

Let

z
8
= the zenith distance of a southern star,

z n
= the zenith distance of a northern star,

z'
g
= the apparent zenith distance of the southern star,

z'n = the apparent zenith distance of the northern star,

S
8
= the declination of the southern star,

8n = the declination of the northern star,

r
s
= the refraction of the southern star,

rn == the refraction of the northern star,

<p
= the latitude of the Meridian Circle.

Then
=*+*=?+ (z'n+rn ) (i)

S
s=? z

8 =v (z'8+rs ) (2)

Let
A=Sn-Ss (4)

B=z'
s+z'n (5)

Then
A=B+ r

s+rn (6)

or

rs+rn=A B (7)
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If now, the southern and northern zenith distances were

the same, and if, at the times of observing them, the condi-

tions of the atmosphere were the same, the two refractions

would be the same, /. e.,

r
a
=rn .

In this case we have
2r=A B (I)

In practice these ideal conditions are only approximately
satisfied. We therefore proceed as follows:

From (7) we have
2r

8
-r

s+rn=A-B (8)
whence

2r.= (A B)+ (r r.)
and

r.
=#(A B) + #(r. r,,))

also >- (II)
rB=#(A B)+ tf(r,, r.))

In case the northern star is at lower culmination we shall

have:
Sn=i8o zn v (9)
S

8
=z

s (10)
Sn+S.=i8o_zu z. (ii)

^180 [Z
'

n+ rn+z'8 -fr8]. (12)
Hence

rn-+r8
=i8o [z'n+z'B] -[ + .] (13)

and
2 r

8
=i8o-[Z

'

n+ Z
'

8]-[A+8J+ [r. rj. ( 14)

Calling
A'=Sn+S8 (15)

and since

B=z'.+z'B (5)
we have

r8=9o-^ [A'+B] + y2 [r -rD]
)and > (III)

r=90 ^[A'+ B] + ^[rn rj )

In order to obtain the refractions from (II) and (III) it

is necessary to know the declinations of the stars, their

apparent zenith distances (or rather the sums of the zenith

distances of the pairs of north and south stars), and the

differences between the refractions of the pairs. The
stars chosen for this work are all fundamental, and in a

first approximation their declinations are to be considered
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absolute. The list of stars, given later, has been taken

from Professor Newcomb's "Catalogue of Fundamental

Stars for 1875 and 1900, reduced to an absolute System."
The apparent zenith distances, or the sums of the zenith

distances of the several pairs, are obtained from the

Meridian Circle observations; and the differences in the

refractions are found by computing the refractions from

some standard table. In this work the Pulkowa tables

have been used. The term ^(rs
rn ) being of the nature

of a differential refraction, any error in the constant of

refraction of the table used will have practically no effect

upon this difference. The more nearly ideal conditions

(/. ., when r
s
=rn ) are approached, of course, the better the

determination of the refractions will be.

This method has both its advantages and its disadvantages.

Among the former, the most important are: first, the total

elimination of the latitude and hence also of its variation ;

second, the elimination of the nadir, since (z's+z'n ) is

nothing more nor less than the difference between the circle

readings, and is therefore independent of the zenith point;

third, there is no wait of twelve hours or of six months in

order to observe a star at both culminations, as is usually

done; and fourth, the simplicity of the reductions.

The greatest disadvantage in this method lies in the fact

that the declinations of the stars have to be considered

known. But by taking fundamental stars, such as those

whose places are given by Professor Newcomb's new
Fundamental Catalogue, and by taking a large number of

these stars, this difficulty will be nearly completely eliminated.

Having now the new refractions, the correction to the

constant of the table used (Pulkowa) is found from the

following equation [eq. (701) pg. 672, Vol. I, Chauvenet,
"
Spherical and Practical Astronomy''] :

dr=Ada+Bd,
where

A=I
a

and ,,- ~
r> -a 2 /^dQ QB = sm^z + - ( - -

\/3 W 2/3
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For this observatory, whose altitude is 4,209 feet and

where the mean annual pressure is less than 26 inches,

an investigation into the effect of the higher powers of

A /3 involved in the factor fi== i
-)

- = i -|

r> B B

(in Bessel's notation for r) was necessary. In his memoir,
"
Untersuchungen iiber die Constitution der Atmosphare

und die Strahlenbrechung in Derselben," St. Petersburg,

1866, (jylden has neglected the squares and higher powers

of %-, since for places at low altitudes An is a very small
D '

. D

quantity. This investigation was made by Professor Corn-

stock (Vol. I,
" Publications of the Lick Observatory").

From his investigation the conclusion is drawn that " the

Pulkowa Refraction Tables may be used for atmospheric

pressures as low as 25 inches without taking into account

the squares and higher powers of ^b, and the quantities so

neglected will not be sensible at zenith distances less than

80. " The minimum reading of the barometer during these

observations was 25.72 inches, so that in these reductions

no modification of the factor of the refraction depending

upon the barometer need be made.

This question having been disposed of, the assumption is

here made that all of the error in the refractions is due to

an error in the constant of refraction. This amounts to

assuming the constant j3 to be correct or that d/3=o. The

equation above then reduces to the very simple expression

dr Ada = da
;

hence
da dr

a r

or dloga= dlogr.

Having dlogr from the reductions, we thus have dloga, and

hence da.

This assumption would perhaps seem somewhat risky f6r

stars whose zenith distances are greater than 80. But at

the conclusion of the reductions, the value of dloga deduced
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from such stars was found to fit in very well with those

deduced from the other stars. Furthermore, down to 85
zenith distance the observing was very good. In con-

sequence of these facts it was decided to take into account

all the stars observed. The zenith distances of the stars in

this list range from 21 21' to 89 12' (apparent).
From 85 zenith distance down, the quality of the

"
seeing" decreases quite rapidly. This can be seen from

the following table of average weights. These weights
were derived from the probable errors of the individual

determinations of dloga.

Z. D. Av. Wt.

20 tO 30
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could have been made. In these cases the readings have

been reduced to the meridian.

For the position of the circle four microscopes were read.

Settings were made upon two scratches under every micro-

scope. The circle microscopes were usually read after the

star had been bisected. In a few cases, because of a

following star culminating very soon, the microscopes were

read before the bisection. In such cases the position of the

circle was quickly checked after the bisection.

The correction for funs for a night was obtained from all

of the microscope readings of the night. This correction

has been applied to all of the observations. Its values for

the several nights of observing are given in the following

table:

Date
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the two gives the correction o".oisin Z. D.; so that for

these observations the flexure correction has been considered

zero. The mean of the values of one revolution of the

declination micrometer, determined at the same time, is

48". 05. The value adopted, as noted before, is 48". 10.

For the computation of the preliminary refractions

(called r' in the reductions) the Pulkowa tables have been

used. The reductions for the barometer, for the attached,

and for the external thermometers were taken from Vol. I,

" Publications of the Lick Observatory."
The graduation errors of the i divisions of the fixed

circle have been determined by Aetronomer Tucker. His

results are given in Vol. IV,
" Publications of the Lick

Observatory." He says there, in part: "The probable
error of a reading upon four divisions of the fixed circle

due to graduation may be adopted as o".i5.
* *

"

*

There is some evidence of periodic character in the errors,

and it may be assumed, in absence of further data, that

the probable error due to errors of graduation is not

diminished by reading upon two adjoining divisions under

each microscope.
* * * The largest error measured is

o".7 for the mean of four divisions."

The errors are not sufficiently systematic to warrant

interpolating for undetermined divisions, so that no correc-

tion for division error has been applied.

Three nadirs were observed every night. The changes

during a night were usually very small. The following
table gives the means of the three determinations on the

several nights:

Date
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All of the observations were taken with the fixed circle

west. Had more time been available the instrument would

have been reversed.

Weights, ranging from 5, the highest, to I (occasionally

j^), the lowest, were arbitrarily assigned to all the obser-

vations. Judgment on a weight was formed from the

steadiness of the image during the observation. These

weights have been applied all through the reductions.

j. Reduction of Observations. The first thing done

on the reductions was to take the means of the microscope

readings and to apply the micrometer corrections, giving

the circle readings (called C' in the tables following).

The means of the microscopes were checked by taking

the difference of every microscope reading from the mean

of .the four. If the sums of these differences for the two

opposite pairs of microscopes was the same, the mean was

correct. The corrections for the micrometers were checked

by duplicating this part of the work.

From the readings C7
the quantity B [equations (II) and

(III)] is obtained. The terms A and A' of these equations

are obtained from the declinations.

The declinations have been reduced to 1899.0 by means

of the data furnished in Newcomb's Catalogue. The

reductions to apparent places were computed by using the

Besselian Star Numbers from the American Ephemeris.
The factors a', b', c' and d' were computed from the

American Ephemeris data. The reductions to apparent

places for the first night (June 7) were computed by means

of the Independent Star Numbers also. The places for

the remaining nights were checked by differences. The

apparent declinations are placed in the columns S of the

tables given later.

The following table exhibits the stars' approximate zenith

distances and the stars with which they are grouped in the

reductions for the refractions :
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STAR No.
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The following tables show the reductions for the new
refractions. The column ^ contains the means of the

weights of the pairs of stars. The other columns have

already been explained. In the grouping of the pairs on

the several dates the northern star is written first and the

southern star below it. The numbers of the stars given at

the tops are arranged in this same order. The pairs which

have their northern stars at upper culmination are placed
first. It will be noticed that the headings of the columns

for these pairs are slightly different from the later ones

containing the lower culmination stars.

Because of very bad "seeing" or of occasional accidents,

some of the stars were not observed on some nights. In

such cases blanks appear after the dates. No observations

have been rejected.
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The following tables contain the reductions for dlogr or

its equivalent dloga. The second column contains the

logarithms of the computed refractions; the next column

contains the logarithms of the observed refractions; the

fourth the difference between the two preceding, in the

sense of Observed Computed; the column^ contains the

weights and the last column the weighted differences.

The residuals and their weighted squares are not given.

Log \_-pw~\ is given in every case, as is also the resulting

probable error of the weighted mean of every set. All of

the results in the following tables have been checked.

STAR No. 948.

Date
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STAR No. 190 /. c.

Date
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STAR No. 959. -(With 282 /. c.)

Date
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STAR No. 977.

Date
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STAR No. 225 /. ^r. (With 948.)

Date
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STAR No. 225 /. c. (With 1135.)

Date
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STAR No. 1005. (With 264 /. c.)

Date
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STAR No. 1009.

Date
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STAR No. 1019 -(With 1009.)

Date
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STAR No. 1032.

Date
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STAR No. 1084.

Date
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STAR No. 1105.

Date
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STAR No. 349 /. c.

Date
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STAR No. 1135.

Date
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STAR No. 377 /. c. (With 1156.)

Date
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STAR No. 1162. (With 406 /. c.)

Date
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STAR No. 406 /. c. (With 1162.)

Date
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STAR No. 1179. (With 406 /. c.)

Date
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STAR No. 1182.

Date
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STAR No. 424 /. c. (With 1182.)

Date
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STAR No. 444 /. c (With 1162.)

Date
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STAR No. 1225.

Date
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Star
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4. The Constant of Refraction. The value of a deduced

by Gylden for the Pulkowa Tables, as given in his "Unter-

suchungen iiber die Constitution der Atmosphare u.s.w.," is

a =0.00027985 = 57". 723.

This is for B = 29.5966 inches at o and / = 7. 44 R.

The Pulkowa Tables used here, however, are Gylden's
with JJL systematically reduced by 0.00124. Combining
this with the value found for A, the correction to Gylden's
constant becomes

and a = 57". 548.

This reduced to the condition of 760 mm. pressure at o

and o C temperature gives

a= 60". 159.

To this value of a correspond the following:

c = 0.00029182
and ^=1.00029178.

For the sake of comparison, the most important deter-

minations of the constant of refraction are given below.

These values are for the conditions B = 760 mm. at o C
and external thermometer = o C. (These values are taken

from Professor Bauschinger's
*

'Untersuchungen iiber die

Astronomische Refraction u.s.w.").

a /A

1. Fund. Astr 60". 320 1.00029257
2. Tab Reg 440 29315

3. Tab. Pulk 268 29232

4. FuSS .122 29161

5. Greenw. 1857-1865 .. .120 29160
6. Pulk. 1865 .209 29203

7. -Greenw. 1877-1886. . .192 29 I 95
8. Pulk. 1885 058 29130

9. Miinchen .104 29152
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The first and second of these are determinations by
Bessel; the third by Gylden; the fifth by Stone; the

sixth by Nyren; the seventh by Newcomb; the eighth by

Nyren; and the last by Bauschinger.

Bauschinger gives weight zero to each of Bessel's

determinations; to the first, because there was considerable

uncertainty in Bradley's meteorological instruments; to the

second, because of the uncertainty in reading the Meridian

Circle (read by vernier to one second). He gives equal

weight to the last seven, and gets for a mean

a = 60". 1 53 and
i*>
= 1.00029176.

5. Latitude. The following table gives the value of

<f
deduced separately from the southern and from the

northern stars. All of the stars of the list down to

84 Z. D. were used.

V --= + 37 20'

Date
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The remainder of the difference between the values of
<p

as found from the northern stars and from the southern stars

(o".36) is probably due to slight errors in the declinations

of the stars used, and to bisection error.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion it is desired to state that limitations of time

have prevented the complete reduction of these observations

and of the series taken during the fall months (1899
Oct.-Dec.). It is hoped that, in the near future, time will

be available in which to carry out these reductions by

correcting the declinations used and then repeating such

portions of these computations as will be necessary. It is

also desired to make reductions which will include the

relative humidity and a term depending upon the zenith

distance.

It will be noticed from the table (p. 189) that there is a

large range in the values of A> viz., from 0.00584 to

-f- 0.00662. This discordance is due partly to the values of

the declinations adopted, but is also very clearly a function

of the zenith distance. By introducing a term depending

upon the zenith distance, and re-solving by Least Squares,
this discordance can be greatly diminished.

From this investigation the following conclusions can be

drawn:

1 . That this preliminary reduction gives for the Constant

of Refraction
a = 60". 159

for B = 760 mm. at o (C) and / = o (C).

2. That for the epoch 1899 June 22, the latitude of the

Lick Observatory Meridian Circle was

v = + 37 20' 25". 3 7.

3. That the final reduction will show that the Constant

of Refraction of the Pulkowa Tables is too large.

4. That the observing room of the Lick Observatory
Meridian Circle is of a very good design, and that there is

no need of mounting Meridian Circles in the open air.
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ADDENDUM.

The table on page 189 shows a large range in the values

of A, viz., from -{-0.00662 to 0.00584. Upon plotting

these values, using the zenith distance z for abscissa, and

A for ordinate, it is easily seen that A varies quite uniform-

ally with the zenith distance. A straight line, inclined

about 145 to the zenith distance axis, and cutting'it at z =
about 55, appears to represent A very well. Therefore,

assuming Z to be the zenith distance for A = o, we can set

up an observation equation of the following type for every
star :

loga=loga -[- [Z z]x,
or

loga Ioga =A=Zx zx=D zx
,

where

and where a is the a of the tables used (Pulkowa).

Equations of this kind were, accordingly, formed and

solved for Z and x by the method of Least Squares.
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Equations of Condition.

= zx.

No.
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Weighted Observation Equations.

fo.
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0.00024690, from v^hjch the following probable errors have

been deduced:
^ <S V. v/.

rx=,^f0.0000130 and r = 0^031= oi'52".
*?.V

We, ther^fbrej have from this solution

Z=5638'.8i'.9 and' x+o.oooioi 0.000013,

giving
loga=loga -\- o.oooioi [5638'.8 z] .

We are, ;therefore, led to the conclusion that the so-called

Constant of Refraction needs not only a correction, but a

Correction for 'every zenith distance. In other words, the

formula from which refractions are computed needs to be

modified. Or, the formula may be retained unaltered, and

the desire^ result pbtained by correcting the log p table of

the refraction tables used (Pulkowa) by the amount

A log/*=p;oopioi [56 38'.8 z].

R. T. C.
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